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U µ for the ·senate again

Bill may waive staffs·' tuition
By DAVID ADAMS

Senate Bill 2246, granting free
tuition for non-faculty staff members is up for consideration in the
state le~islatur~ a'J!ain this year.
.The bill is being readied for
introduction to the House and
Senate and is expected to be
finalized for a vote in one month.
The bill exempts certain state
and community college employees
from payment of fees and authorizes state and community colleges
1 to exempt non-faculty employees
from payment of tuition and
specified fees.
To be eligible for such exemplt tions, certain guidelines must be
followed. 1) exemptions, must be
denied if more than six credit
hours are programmed for a
t quarter, 2) courses must enhance
performance capabilitie~ in the job
held, 3) time lost by attending
classes must be made up during
• that particular week, 4) eligibility

must be limited to non-faculty
employees and not include their
dependents, 5) class registration
must be on a "space available"
basis.
The bill also authorizes community colleges to waive tuition and
fees for certain vocational education personnel as well.
The sponsors of last year's bill
were Senators H. A. Goltz of
Bellingham, Max Benitz of Prosser, Gary Odegaard of the 20th
district and Sam Guess of Spokane. All are members of the
Senate Higt-er Education Committee.
As of yet only Senator Odegaard
has signed the new bill. "The
State Employe,e s Lobby came and
asked me to sign it.
"I signed the bill because I think
it will improve .competence and
other areas in the staff personnel," said Odegaard.

According to Senator Benitz,
"The Senate Higher Education
Committee will probably make it a
committee bill which we wilf all
sponsor."
Senator Goltz exoects the bill to
pass the House but sees problems
in passmg the Senate.
"Money is tight in the capital
this year. There is already a bill
being considered about fee waivers
for National Guardsmen who wish
to go to college," said Goltz.
"The problems are mainly wTth.
reduced revenues," said Goltz.
"It may not cost students more in
tuition, but it may hurt them
because the school will have less
revenues to work with."
But Senator Benitz expects a
raise in student costs. "In the fall
of the 1977 school yea~ there
probably will be some increases in
student fees," sa':l Benitz.
According to a Jan. 30, 1975,
fis~al note requested by The

Summer qtr.: 4-day week
•
~·

A proposal to change summer .
class days from t heir original
Monday through Friday hour-long
sessions is -.. ,. eing presented to all
departments at Central.
The new schedule would be 75
minute sessions Monday through
Thursday. In addition to the class
day change, special class workshops will be held on weekends.

•
According to Larry Helms, vice. president of continuing education,
"These mini-courses will provide
the student with a more academi' cally sound experience to broaden
educational opportunities over the
summer."
The new scheduling was re, cently approved and accepted by
the Vice President's Advisory

Ceuncil and· the· Senate Acad.emic
Affairs Committee.
Not all Central pr.ofessors agree
with the proposal. Some feel the
new sch~duling is not in compliance with their class . structure.
Helms stated if this was the case,
those instructors could go back to
a five-day week during the summer.
Part of the reason for the
change was the results of a survey
taken by Director of Continuing
Education, David Dillard, in 1973.
His survey indicated 680 students
out of 1000 wanted a change from
the five-day week. Dillard took
the survey again in 197 4 and got
the same results.
"The important thing about the
change is the academic quality of

education is not being sacrificed at
all," said Helms.
If an instructor can't adjust the
course to the new schedule, the old
one can be implemented.
Many colleges and universities
throughout the nation have been
using the fdur-day week during
summer quarter for a number of
years and it has been successful.
The change looks bigger than it
appears. This experimental program will be evaluated at the end
of summer session 1977.
The
Senate Academic Affairs Committee will determine whether it is to
be continued.
A preliminary summer session
catalog will be out at the end of
February for students interested
in registering summer quarter.

Office of Program Planning and
Fisral Management, should the bill
pas~ it would amount to a total loss
of $29,850 for state colleges in
revenue and $28,386 for junior
colleges.
With the possibility of 60 Central employees enrolling in a
maximum of 540 credit hours, that
would mean a loss of $8,100 or $15
per credit hour in revenue for
Central.
The state could absorb the cost
for free tuition, whieh would ieave
Central with $8,100 in less money
to spend on programs and facilities. Or the students could pay in
increased tuition. Either way, the

cost will be put on the student in
moi1itary terms.
Wadell Snyder, director of monetary staff personnel, said, "The
bill should enhance training for ·
personal improvement and credits
for a degrei."
Snyder said, "In Oregon the
colleges reduced fees for staff
personnel to three dollars per hour
of credit. I would be happy with a
reduced fee."
Senator Glotz said that he would
like to see a program to update
staff performance but added, ''I'll
support this bill because we don't
I don't
have anything better.
think it is the best program."

sec

may have funds'
sliced by Gorton

The State College Council (SCC)
which is the "student voice" in the
state of Washington may be in
trouble because their funds have
been cut off by State Attorney
General Slade Gorton.
The SCC is a nonprofit organization that was formed two years
ago by student leaders from
Central, Eastern, the University
of Washington, Washington State
University and Western WashingIts main
ton State College.
purpose is to help solve student
· problems on a statewide basis.
Recenty the SCC hired a legislative liaison to act on behalf of the
students in Olympia.
Richard Montecucco, assistant
attorney general, said th~ funds
were stopped because of a decision
made four years ago concerning a
similar group organized by the
community colleges.
The community college group had hired a
legislative liai_son, but were told
that they must show that their
group's function was not just to act
as a lobbying organization.

The community college group
went on to demonstrate that
lobbying was not its major function, which is what the sec mustnow do, said Montecucco.
In a recent letter to Montecucco,
SCC member Stuart McMullen
attempted to show that the sec
was not just a lobbying organization. He said that the SCC "onlv
spenas nine per cent of its time on
related Olympia action. It is also
very interested in the transfer of
credit from junior colleges to four
year colleges and from college to
college, child care, bookstore
prices, dorm costs, food prices, and
the cost 11nd increasing number of
staff personnel, as well as many
other issues including trustee appointments and the disdl:'sure
law."
The State Attorney General's
office is expected to rule on the
sec within the next month. If the
ruling is in favor of the sec,
Central's dues, which total $1200
and have been held up since last
July, will be released.

Health action to inform
and promote well-being

••

' :J

POPCORN BREAK--There is nothing like some popcorn while
watching the Wildcats play, but it isn't often one associates popcorn
with the director of a television broadcast. Brian Pugnetti, graduate
student, helps in the video taping of Central's game against Eastern.
The games are replayed on KCWS television, channel 10.

Anyone concerned about their
health should look into the Health
Action Club recently formed on
campus.
The purpose of the club is to
develop the potential of its members and help t hem make informed
decisions affecting personal, family and community well-being.
Membership in the Health Action Club is open to any individual
associated with Central including
faculty, staff, a dm inistra tiv eexempt and st udents.
Each member of the club is
required to pay $1 dues per
academic quarter in order to
maintain membership.
The club plans to sponsor· a
two-day health fair each quarter.
"We feel it can be accomplished
through a comprehensive and
varied information giving session·
held in the SUB," said Anita Noll,
treasurer of Health Action.
Health Action also plans to hold
a week-long symposium on alcohol
and alcoholism, plus provide an all

campus alcohol awareness program.
- "Anyone interested can and is
encouraged to join," said Noll.
"The club is for the students, to
make them aware of their health.
We feel it is important to practice
what we preach."
Inter ested perso.ns may contact
the health education department
in Dean 227 or telephone 963-2803
for fu r t her infor mation.
,.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A
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Fire deP-t. cites camP-US
.

.

Most fire alarms are false
During fall quarter the Ellensburg Fire Department responded
to 14 fire alarms eight of which
were malicious, prank calls on
campus.
When an alarm is sounded, ·
Ellensburg firefighters, along, with
the assistance of campus police,
and a building' manager, check all
dorm rooms for the fire's source
and for evacuation.
- Elierishurg ·F ire Chief Ed West,
.s&id, "We respond to every fire
alarm as if it was the real thing,
because we don't know until we
get there."
··only when we are sure there is
no fire," said Chief West, "will we
o.k. the building for occupancy
?.gain."
Last Friday night at 10:45 pm,
the Ellensburg Fire Department
respond,,d to an alarm at Michaelson Hall. The cause was malicious
mischief.
Saturday evening at 10:31 an
alarm again was pulled at Quigley.
Residents were quickly evacuated.
When the fire department arrived,
they found it to be another false
alarm.
Sergeant Bill Clayton, Campus
Police, said, "It is pretty tough to
catch the people who pull fire

AlO~STAMP
COULD HELP SAVE
YOUR FRIEND'S LIFE.
For free information. write to:
DRUNK DRIVER, Box 2345
Rockville, Maryland 20852

yr.AJ I GU£5~ -rtto5£ KJD.5

alarms. Either we or someone else
has to see them pull the alarms.

WILL

"But when we do catch someone,
we lock them up," said Clayton.
"It is a gross misdemeanor to pull
a fire alarm with a fine up to $250
and time in jail."

N£V£~ L.£.A~tJ

According to Chief West, "The
city pays for all fire safety, but one
year the college paid for one half of
a ladder truck a_nd budgeted .
money for one half of a new engine
for next year."
When false alarms go off in the
dorms, it is the residents who pay,
usually in dorm damage fines.
Ken Durrent, Quigley dorm
manager said, "If we get a bill
from housing for $50, we have to
pass the expense on to the
reside·n ts. It's kind of a shame."

Marketing Club pools resources
A new club has been formed on
campus, the· Marketing Club.
Started last quarter, the Marketing Club did not become fully
organized until the beginning of
this quarter.
The club started when Stephen
Worsley of the business and
economic department asked Lyle
E. Ball, dean of the business and
economic school if the students of
the department could start a
marketing club. Ball gave his
approval.
The club needed members, so
last g~arter Worsley asked his
students in his marketing research

_class if they would be interested in
starting a marketing club. The
class unanimously agreed to start
the club, and 25 students joined.
the outset.
Worsley asked Carol Berg, economic major to be the president.
She helped select the remaining
officers with assistance from marketing research class and Worsley.
Selected were: Jeff Morgan,
vice-president; Gary Kerney, secretary; Chuck Frenzel, social chairman; John Ramsey, treasurer; and
Wayne Miller, project chairman.
Their first major project was to
compose a constitution and to_

apply for the club matching fund
from the BOC. This past week the
BOC approved the proposal.
Tne dub is ·-now Involved in
three projects. One project is to
sell advertisements to local businesses for Mustang advertising.
The idea is to sell the advertisements to businessmen to be put on
the sides of desk pads. Not only is
this project beneficial for the club
but the individuals who are working on this project will also receive
commissions.
The second project was suggested by Dean Ball. He would
like to see the club design new
scholarship posters, which would
have appeal to potential scholarshiP..recipients.

The third project is to select
businesswomen and write their
success stories in order to attract
more women to the business
school.
Carol Berg said, "Like all the
other clubs on campus, our club is
not only for business majors but
for anyone who wants to join. We
have people from other departments and everyone is welcome to
join and participate in the club. If
anyone would like to find out
information they can contact our
adv.i sor .W orsley or myself or any
of the other ·officers. We have a
membership fee of $1 per quarter,
and at the beginning of spring
quarter we will be electing new
officers."

Students n·e eded for

internship

'

~~
-

.

\~~'1'0

~\

.

~·~ ~ applications

-available- December 1, 1976
due- March 1, 1977

Apply at Financial Aid Office
Barge Hall Room 209

Remember: Deadline is
March J, 1977

'fwo hundred students from the
western states are needed for a
variety of internship projects developed during 1977 by the Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education (WICHE).
WICHE's Resources Development Internship Program (RDIP)
is aimed at enriching the educational experience of students in
the SICHE thirteen state region
by enabling them to do professional,action-research projects with
public agencies. At the same time
the program provides community
nonprofit or governmental agencies with valuable talent for specific tasks and problems.
Students accepted for the pro-_
· jects will work for approximately

~~~~~~~~~~~~~=:;;;:::;::::;:::~~:;=;~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~-~~~..:,;;;~~~

HOME
DORM
DELIVER

925-1111
925-2222

Gallons To Go $2.

~tt!.!e..q.2..-!2.!:~

project~
twelve weeks under the supervision of their sponsoring agencies. They will re~eive a taxexempt educational grant of $100
per week during the internships
and will be expected to complete
their projects and an acceptable .
_pr9fessional report for the agency.
According to Program Director
Bob Hullinghorst, RDIP projects
cover a broad range of academic ~
disciplines.
For example, an
education major from Stanford
worked in Littleton, Colorado, at
the Littleton Historical Museum 1
developing and organizing a children's museum. In Oregon, a
political science major organized a
community volunteer network 4
called Coast watch Oregon which
works to protect the Oregon
coastline from destruction by ecological disasters.
A Wyoming •
public administration student
helped Wyoming plan and secure
funding for a state-wide emergency medical services system.
are
available
Applications
through individual academic departments, through college place- •
ment offices or the RDIP Recruiter, Angela Chavez.
The
address is RDIP, PO Drawer P,
Boulder, CO 80302.

-O VERTONS
Tropical Fish
_c\ll aquarium &

fish supplies
~TU.

VILL.
TRACY O'NEAL
ANDERSON
NANCY DOHERTY BARTO
KEN EUJEN
BARTO
JERRY BROWN
OFF CAMPUS

962-9166

Rte. 3

LocalM Z Milts lllrtll Of

I

o.. ¥1:11111 M'•IJ 011 WilSH Crlft 11141

closed Sun. & Mon.
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•
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Opinion page
June

-Snyder

Sincerity, yes, but accuracy questioned
The Campus Crier received a 2 accept a bribe or offer a student a
The writers can probably dis1/4 page letter last week from two higher grade in exchange for suade quite a few students Jrom
students criticizing a particular sexual ·fa.'vors. Matters like that · taking the course by talking or, if
instructor's teaching in a particu- can be resolved and resolved they don't think they'll reach
lar class offered last · fall. without involving the student enough students that way, they
Briefly, they accused him (or the newspaper.
might consider handpress. But the
text required for the course; the
But determining if an instructor Crier can't help them out. As any
letter didn't make this clear) of grades arbitrarily, has an over- one who's ever despised (or li~ed)
sexism, racism, arrogance and bearing manner or doesn't know the instructor recommended (or
other crimes of white men.
his subject matter involves some blasted) by a friend, . knows:
The sincerity of the writers is pretty gray ar~a. Complaints of a ones reaction to an instructor is
readily apparent. Whether their subjective manner can never be based on a lot of variables, none of
criticisms are valid or not, they fully resolved at all and, when a . which! the Crier can get involved
still went to the trouble to write partial solution is possible, it can with.
. and send the letter and it's too bad only be reached after a lot of
Sincere as the two writers
the writers were unaware that the investigation, investigation the doubtless are, it would not be fair
Crier cannot print letters like this Crier has neither the time nor to the instructor they named, or to
for several reasons, all of them knowledge to do.
his potential students, to present
.good.,,
Such partial solutions depend an especially nasty case against
The letter is' poorly written-so mostly, I think, on the good will of him, especially since the case
poorly written that several state- the parties involved. One arbitra- cannot be verified.
, ments it makes can be construed in tor of classroom disputes, Burton
Fairness to the instructor aside,
different ways. The unfortunate Williams, dean . of social sciences,
we're also not printing the letter
use of a euphemism )eaves the says that when a student com- because it wouldn't be fair to us
reader wondering whether the plains to him about an instructor either. The instructor named in
writers are claiming the instructor he informs the instructor without the said letter would certainly
takes a salacious interest in naming the student if he prefers write an answer to the critical
dysemnorhea--or something quite anonymity. "We wouldn't condifferent. No, the Crier doesn't sider taking sanctions on the basis
ordinarily insist on clarity in the of one or two complaints," Willetters it prints, though it would
liams says, "when only one or two
be appreciated; however, when a people in a class complain, we have
person's reputation is involved, a to consider that the professor has
letter should leave no possible many otber students who niay
room for doubt.
pave been with the class."
Even if the letter could not
Williams says· that he doesn't
possibly be misconstrued we still "necessarily think all the comcouldn't print it.
Sometimes plaints he received are valid and
letters criticizing a . person's pro- says that, because opinions vary
I really think all those peopie
fessional actions can be printed. on what a particular course ought who had' a hand in the building of
This is the case with a person who to contain and on what an _instruc- the library parking lot should
has a public job, say a college tor ought to do, it is sometimes receive a special award. For it is
administrator or a politician, and impossible to please all parties not very often that one gets to
whose actions affect a large group involved. But he says that because observe such a marvelous work of
of people.
Generally, fo be instructors are "anxious · to im- art.
acceptable, the letter must be prove," many complaints have had
It is truly the work of an
inteLgent species, a specie that·
directed . to the person's actions "salutary effects."
rather than his character. In this
"Sometimes a professor may not knows how to undertake research,
way, newspapers avoid libel suits. be aware of an attitude or manner- design and space utilization.
Letters which attack, _and I ism that makes him less effective," Without all this w~rkable knowthink some instructors would have Williams said, adding that most ledge how could man have ever
difficulty separating a criticism of instructors are willing to make visualized such a practical and
classroom manner from a personal changes when they become aware economical work of excellence.
The designers deserve to be
criticism, should attack something of a mannerism or attitude that
that is verifiable.
detracts from his overall work.
applauded first. They, without
A professor either did or did not
The students who wrote the any second thought, managed to
letter received this week do not de.sign the lot so it would take up
want the criticized instructor very little space. I mean to say
allowed to teach the course they when you have a field the size of
took again. But, and the students the King Dome to work with and
did take their complaint to the are able to limit the parking lot to
instructor's division dean, the an area the size of the end zone.
instructor probably will teach the you deserve to be congratulated.
EDITOR: Pamela Whitener
course again. Their letter was Especially when parking is already
MANAGING EDITOR: Gail Forsman
then directed to students who a limited commodity.
PHOTO EDITOR: Paul Fridlund
might consider taking the course.
It is only too bad all the
FEATURE EDITOR: Gary Fisher

letter if it was printed. Conceivably, students, other faculty members and the instructors' students
might write also:-- Having-printed
the first letter, we would be more
or less bound to print any rebuttals that came in.
The furor over this particular
letter would soon be over.
But if even one percent of the
students who've had an unsatisfactory experience with a class or
instructor (everyone) wrote in, the
Crier would receive at least 60
initial letters and countless more
letters of rebuttal and counter
rebuttal.
And that would only be J!-.
starters. We would get letters
from profs who didn't like other
profs (long ones, you may be sure),
letters from profs who didn't like
their students (boy, would my
ears burn) and millions of replies.
Soon we would be reduced to a:
staff of typists, ad designers and

production workers.
Of course, the Crier does not in
any way endorse the letters-it does .
print. The purpose of printing
letters is to give interested readers a chance they might not
otherwise have to express their
op1mons.
The students . with
complaints against instructors had
better take the usual route of
discussing the situation with the
instructor, his department chairman, his division dean and so
forth, up to the Board of Trustees.
If this affords no satisfaction, well,
that's too bad because the Crier
can't give any either. The Crier
has no right to attempt to influence potenfial students. It obviously has no power to "take
negative sanctions" as they say in
the Faculty Code. About all we
could do is humiliate the instructor. We have no way of determining whether we would do so
rightly or unrightly, and the risk
of injustice is too great to take.

Stu McMullen

Parking lot a work ,o f art
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designers drive Volkswagons;
otherwise they might have realized the true value of a parking
space.
Second to be congrv tulat,ed are
the construction people. These
people carefully saw to it only
natural material was used.
Crushed rock and dirt certainly
should not upset the environmentalists on campus.
Maybe they got a special on the
crushed rock from the State
Department's road crew 0n Snoqualmie Pass. The quality of fOck
certainly suggests it.
Not to 'be ·left uncongratulated
are the people who put up the

parking meters. After all, students who drive cars certainly
have extra money to donate to the
school through these meters, don't
they.
Perhaps the City of Ellensburg
should follow suit and place meters
downtown, for the placement of
meters on campus is certainly
going to cause more cars to park
elsewhere.
Yes, the people who worked on
the library parking lot most '
undoubtedly deserve to receive a
special award. My only problem
with obtaining such an award is
who should award it, Mad magazine or National Lampoon.

The Crier welcomes guest editorials
They must be type written and
signed. Submitted editorials must
be turned in Monday prior to
Thursday's publication date.
-···- ....... - .- ·-. - .- .- .- .- .- . - .- .- .- .- .- ··- - . - .- ··-. -·-· - ..- .- .·-
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Garrison foresees film duties
By GARY FISHER
Dale Garrison has been appointed films chairperson for Cent1'al's Board of Control (BOC).
He has formerly served on the
academic board and also is temporary BOC h ember until spring
quarter.

His film duties include .contacting the film companies, scheduling
films and ar~a~ging for them to be
shown Thursday nights throughout the quarter.
Garrison said, "I present films to
please the greatest number of
students. I determine the selection of films by a little personal
preference1 student feedback and
the movie's past popularity."
·It's our choice to get the films;
by this, I mea,n we deal with many
film companies," said Garrison.
"As far as limitations, I have none.
Just as long as I don't go

overboard I can do what I want."
I try to show 7 to 8 films a
quarter.
This all depends on
vacations and scheduling conflicts
with other ASC programs. I also
try to keep the films divers~ as
possible," he said.
Garrison s~d by showing an
X-Rated film, he is setting a
precedence at Central. X-Rated
films have been shown at Western
Washington State College and
Eastern Washington State College
with no problems. Garrison refers
to "Fringe Benefits", scheduled for
different times today;
"I will have to wait and see how
people react to Fringe Benefits,
but I feel there won't .be too much
of a problem since they have -been
shown at other campuses," he said.
Garrison said, "This film should
be a money maker and it will serve
both sexes.
The film program has made
mon-ey this year," he said.
"This is because of more advertising, more student input and a

- better all-round feeling towards
· ASC programs by students. Also,
we have a more efficient operation
in the ASC this year as opposed to
past years."
This year the film program is
working closer with dorms and
campus organizations scheduling
films or ordering films for fund
raising activities.
"I would like to have more

J

Rape Relief--No Threatt
To the editor:

sound system, new lenses and
to remodel the projection booth.
According to Garrison, "I am
dissatisfied from the standpoint of.
quality of the showing, but there is
nothing I can do. With budgets as
tight as they are, I won't be able to
get any money for these improvements."
Garrison will be films chairper- _
son until fall quarter 1977.

Summer study in Spain

Each year during the summer, a
program is offered to students to
travel and study in Spain.
Last summer 126 students from
35 states departed from Kennedy
Air.port and flew to Barcelona.
Courses ranged from elementary Spanish to literature and
culture.
Sixty students made a four-day
tour to London. Once or twice a
week a group trip was scheduled
to visit _such historical places as
Tarragona, Mo-nserrat or the ;ater~
esting city of Barcelona, Valencia.
Some students visited the Island
of Mallorca.
As part of the program, a trip
was taken to Madrid, and to such
famous cities as . Toledo, Avila,
Segovia and the historical-Valle delos Caidos. In Madrid they visited
_ the Museo de! Prado, Palacio Real,
ing been the one · who commis- Fabric~de Tapices, Plaza Mayor
sioned this piece of promotion, I
would like to publicly apologize for
the roughshod -way that this
delicate servi~e was publieized. It
was not my intention to conjure up
a melodramatic nightmare of what
the women from the Rape Relief
program were going to talk about.
Again I apologize.

(__T_o_th_e_e_d_i_to_r_ _

students come in and tell me what
they would like to see in movies,
that would be dynamite. _rhe ASC
is spending students' money and I
think they should have a say what
they want their mone-y spent on,"
Garrison said.
There are some improvements
Garrison would like to see in the
films program. He would like to
purchase new film proj~ctors, a

and more.
To complete the excitement of
this program, a surprise bonus
was given to the students; a free
day in Paris, courtesy of Air
France. They lodged in the luxury
hotel Meridien, from where it was
very easy to tour the city.
And then, back home to the

United States.
Plans are already in progress for
the 13th Summer Program in
Spain 1977. All persons interested
should write to A. Doreste, Augustana College, Rock Island, Ill.
61201 as soon as possible. Space is
very limited.

. Coupon--Save

2FOR~PIZZA
Buy one medium
.~lze pizza and qet
one of equal value FREE.
This coupon is good during
the month of February for in-store
purchases only. 805 N. A St. Ellensburg

In the Jan. 27 issue of the Crier,
there appeared an advertisement
for the presentation by the women
from Rape Relief made as part of
the Curbstone series on Jan. 31.
The ad said in big, bold type, "The
Horrors of Rape." Since that time
I have been made aware of the
delicate way that the Rape Relief
program handles its job. This . Sincerely,
enlightenment has caused me to Jeff Threatt
realize the clumsy way that the 'Special Events Chairperson
advertisement was handled. Hav- Central Programming Agency

Tlll516R

Pir lnge~=2·;. ~

\:~

Benefit&
X-Rated

When it comes
to ieans,
we don't kid around

'·®· inx 661

1-Ellrttnburg ma. 98926

SUB Theater
Feb. 3 at 3,5,7,9 PM
$1.00 .admission
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New professor at Central
Corwin King, originally from
Yakima and a graduate of Washington State University, is the
newest addition to the staff of the
Department of Communications.
King received his masters and
doctoriai degrees at Pennsylvanii..
State. He was teaching at the
University of Wisconsin Parkside _
(UWP) when he accepted his
position at Central this fall.

Asked about his return to the
state of Washington, King said,
"It's good to be back home again
where you can breath clean air and
see the bottom of a stream. When
you move away from the Pacific
Northwest you really learn to
appreciate it".
"King brings a broad background
of teaching experiences. While
teaching at UWP, King -Taught
organizational communication and
non-verbal communication. King
hopes to add a course in nonverbal
and organizational communication
in the future.
There are many benefits from
studying communication according
to King. "Study in the field of
communications is a valuable undertaking and will provide the students with the ability to articulate
and express what they have
learned. The best salespeople are
trained in human affairs, not the

technically trained people who
can't relate to those not as
technical as themselves."
King said he feels students with
communication training acquire
valuable assets enabling them to
be adaptable and flexible in varied
job situations.
At home, King and his family
have been busy remodeling the
house they recently bought. King
enjoys playing tennis and is looking forward to spring to do some
fishing and hiking in the mountains. "The true beauty of this
state is in the mountains and I
can't wait to explore them once
again", King said.
When asked his impression of
Central, King said, "I am very
impressed with the campus and
students, and look forward to
meeting and getting to know my
students."

Benefit performance
given for Ken Scott
With the desire to help raise
funds for critically ill, Ken Scott,
the Central Jazz Band gave a
special performance on Jan. 27.

CORWIN KING

All-purpose boots.
With style, NOCONA!

·'

The performance before a large
crowd in the SUB was to call
attention to the needs of Scott.
The 30-year old Scott is a Central
_wadu ~te who has lost 90 percent
of the use of his kidneys and all but
dim vision .because of diabetes.
Scott is married and has a
one-month-old daughter. He is also
the son of Central Psychology
Professor, Howard Scott.
The Yakima Education Association (YEA) of which Scott, a
kindergarten teacher, is a member, is directing the fund raising
program to help defray rising
medical costs.
Support-e d by student and
faculty organizations funds are
being collected at Central at the
SUB information booth. Donations
to the fund can be left there.
Permanent employees as well as
students employed at the college
can authorize a payroll deduction
to give the fund. Notice of authorization can be given to the payroll
clerk in Mitchell Hall.
Information about the fund
raising program can be obtained at
the SUB information booth 01
through the YEA.

Rape Relief provides
long-needed services
Four members of Ellensburg
Rape Relief, a round-the-clock
non profit organization, led a sparsely attended "Curbstone" discussion group in the SUB Pit last
week.
The women described the procedure followed when they receive
a Rape call. Aid they provide
inc1udes accompanying the victim
to a physician or the hospital for
medical treatment and examination, arranging for child care,
transportation and staying overnight with the victim.
-Rape Relief members will also
accompany the victim to the
police, if the victim desires. Member Pam Eckert says though the
Ellensburg average for reported
rapes might be one a month (this is
for reported rapes only; in Ellensburg and nationwide very few
accused rapists are convicted).
Rape Relief will usually receive
seven or eight reports.
Member Mary Cromarty says
Rape Relief keeps such reports
confidential and she ascribes victims' reluctance to report rapes to
the police to a sense of embarassment or shame. Member Willie
Williams says she believes many ·
women don't report rapes to Rape
Relief "because they're either
ashamed of it or because they
know the rapist. He might be ·
their boyfriend or the man next
door."
The women also described selfdefense techniques,
including
screaming. "Many women forget
to," Cromarty said, "but sometimes it's the best defense."
Member Tracy Bagley said
though it is unwise to prejudge the
situation, the potential rapist is
not likely to be armed. "I don't see
any reason not to try to defend
yourself, usually," Bagley said. It
helps to always try to be aware of
the situation when you're out at
night."
Cromarty talked about a Washington law, new in 1975, which
broadens the definition of rape to
include, among other things, homosexual rape and any type of
extreme force or type of penetration.
Cromarty said she thinks the
law's best feature is a provision
making a woman's sexual history

inadmissable to court. "Before,
some people would assume if the
women had ever slept with anyone
she was . promiscuous but the
rapist's history couldn't be questioned, even if he had been
previously convicted of rape before."
In response to a question from
the audience, members said the
number of rapes reported in
Ellensburg has risen.
Cromarty said in response to a
question about rapes on campus,
"We do get calls from women
living on campus but the school
doesn't. want to admit this sort of
thing happens."
Rape Relief begins an eight hour
training session spring quarter
and members encouraged students; especially men, to join.
Questions about Rape Relief can
be referred to Crisis Line, 9254168.

This Monday's Curbstone, F-eb.
7, at noon in the SUB Pit, will be
devoted to the topic of decriminalization or legalization of marijuana. Scheduled speakers are
Roger Roffman, NORML, and
Michelle Tailthorpe of ACLU.
Jeff Threatt of the ASC is in
charge of scheduling speakers for
Curbstones and welcomes suggestions for . spring quarter Curbstones.

Governor Ray
qppoints new
Trustees
Governor Dixie Lee Ray has
appointed Linda Clifton of Ephrata
and Thomas Galbraith of Tacoma
to Central's Board of Trustees.
The two new members will be
replacing Jam es Waldo and Eugene Brain.
Governor Ray has rejected the
nomination of board members
Kathy Hunter and Jack Gustafson,
but has not as yet nemed replacements.
The governor is also
expected to nominate someone to
fill the vacancy of board member
Paul Shaake when his term ex- . •)
pires in March. Therefore, Central
may have a completely new Board
of Trustees by spring quarter.

Thursday Night
•

Happy hour
5-7 pm

IS

Ladies Night

I
I

Dine. at our
Iron Horse Restaurant

entertainment
6 nights per week

*

Ellensburg finest

!

•

~

7 1

..

;...,.,,, ,,.,,,,,,,

i

Op m

LEROY & CO·

................,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

I
•

..................................................................................... .
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Struggling with war ...

The purple piper and fire witch ....

.

('

The birth of evil ...

'Lands of Rohn' opens
Somewhere near the sun ... a group of islands,
The Lands of Rohn,· have existed in peace for centuries . .
Y_e ars before., the ruling wizards known as Crif1-:lsons, left ·
on a sea quest. In that time evil has risen i~ the Nordia,
threatening all freedom.
The progres_
s ive music, intertwined with poetry and
lighting, sets the mood for the Crimsons' return, the
eventual Armageddon and finally, peace--a da _
n ce
experience.
Th·e play is written by .R onnie Payne, a Central· drama
student.
The show opens tonight and runs through Saturday
in Threepenny Playhouse at Barge Hall. Curta~n is at 8:30
and admission is free.
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The demon wins ...
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Exam success

lies in ability
to .use time
wisely

"Depend on it, sir, when a man
knows he is to be hanged in a
fortnight, it concentrates his
mind wonderfully."
Samuel Johnson might well
have been talking to students
about pre-examination time and
that gnawing feeling of foreboding. Examinations can concentrate one's mind, but in a ·positive,
practical manner that will not only
iqcrease learning potential but
help performance.
The key to both success in
exams and enjoyment of college
work lies in the ability to use the
time wisely. A pattern of good
study habits begins as t-he term
begins, especially at examination
time.
Handling exams with a
minimum of stress can be observed by these six suggested
steps:
1. Make a term study plan
2. Use good review techniques
3. Develop a confident attitude
4. Organize pre-exam hours
5. Pace the exam carefully
(). Reassess your work
At the beginning of each term
develop a daily schedule. Allocate
time for class preparation, study,
review, recreation, eating and
sleeping.

A .study area is important.
Have on ·hand the texts, study
guides, outlines, dictionaries and
reference books, paper, pads, notebooks, allowing concentration with
out interruption.
Study and review differ from
each other.
Study refers to

SUNDAY ·DINNER

l

HAPPY

25

HOURS

1111!

all yOu can eat

M-F · 8:30 - 9:30

learning something for the first
on-going classes.
time. Review is critical because it ·
Plan the review systematically.
strengthens retention of this new
Use textbook chapter headings 01·
know1edge by viewing it as part of the instructor's outline as guides.
a whole.
Go from chapter notes to class
Forgetting takes place most notes, recalling important head· :
rapidly right after learning. ings and ideas. If some points are
Review and ·recall, therefore, are unclear, then reread the textbook.
Don't plan to .l earn something for
more effective soon after study.
After each class go over the main the first time.
points for ten to fifteen minutes to
Making summary notes is help.reinforce them.
fol. In four to eight pages, outline
Don't overtax your memory or the main points of the detailed
stamina. Research shows most 'class and text notes. This helps
reinforce the major ideas and
people can absorb and retain just
important details.
so much knowledge at one time.
Summary notes can also serve ·
It's important to study day by day,
week by week. Each period of as a self-test toward the end of
study should be no longer than one preparation for exams. Put a
sheet over each page and slowly
or one and a half hours, followed
uncover the first heading. See if
by recreation.
the main points there can be
Take legible class and study remembered.
Try to predict the exam quesnotes.
Throughout the term
underline your textbooks and tions. Be alert throughout the
make pertinent notes in the mar- term to the emphasis instructors
put on certain topics, ideas or
gins.
Preparing for exams is largely a aspects:
Ask the professor what he
The time
question of review.
needed is not as extensive as some recommends for pre-examination
students think, provided they work. Use these comments as a
have been consistent in their guide but don't try to outguess
work. One should be able to him or her.
review for weekly quizzes in no
Group reviewing can be helpful.
more than fifteen minutes, for a Limit discussions of significant
mid-term hour exam in two or points and possible test questions
three hours and for a final exam in to thirty or forty-five minutes.
five to eight hours.
with no more than four or fiv€
Preparation for a final exam people.
A void cramming. If a regular
should be carefully scheduled into
the two weeks prior to exam day. schedule of study and review has
Organize a plan that does not been followed, there should be no
interfere with regular study for need to cram.

Recycling hot I irie
publishes new
speaker I istings

SPAGETTI
GARLIC BREAD
GREEN .SALAD.

Sat. 2-5
(with peanuts).

_RETURNING SOON--THE FAMOUS

"TAV" SANDWICHES

Valentine's Day Special
Wrought Iron Spiral Plant St_and
With Heart -Shaped Shelves

The Recycling Hotline, Department of Ecology, has published a
free ... Available Speakers" list
compiled for groups wanting to'
know more about recycling.
They can obtain a_speaker for their
club or organization by calling
1-800-RECYCLE, (toll free).
The speakers are professional
recyclers interested in meeting
with , groups curious about recyclinr ::i.nd/or commercial busmessmen interested in turning part of
their wastes into dollars.
Any business or club conducting

recycling activities anywhere in
the state of Washington should call
1-800-RECYCLE, toll free, to
make sure they are listed with the
Recycling hotline.
The hotline is trying to get the
most complete picture of recycling )
possible to match people or businesses who want to learn how to
recycle with the businesses and
·organizations who operate recycling facilities.

***********************'
American

I

.............................

,

~cerSociety. . ,

~
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a SbeJf Plant Stand With

Heart Shelves Reg. '13.95
Special NOW Only '10.95

We're Looking For
a Few Good Vets!

Bring This Coupon For Your Savings
MOTHER EARTH PLANT HOUSE
504 East 8th Ave.
Across from Barge Hall
N,ext door to Barney's
Open Mon - Sat. lOam ~o 6pm
I

I

Are you one of the many Vets in the greater
miss the adventure and
drama of good military training and love that
civilian life too? Have both with your local
mechanized grunt unit, Company A 1/161
Infantry (Mechanized) Washington Army
National Guard. TRY ONE weekend a month
and 15 days next summer for ONE year with
the rank or grade you held at discharge.
TRY ONE means $1100 to $1400 plus extra
benefits. Extra bucks to help out with books,
_rent. auto, etc. Phone citizen soldier Carl E.
Lawyer at 925-2933 or stop by the Armory
next to The Rodeo IGrounds.!.

Ellensburg area, that

YOU BELONG IN THE GUARD,
A GOOD PART-TIME JOB!
. OPPORTUNITY FOR
NON VETS T00 1

·,
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(~·~Ca_l_en_d_a_r_o~f~e_v~e~nt_s~) ~~ntral t~h~stc~nf~r~nC~
''MOELLER TO RETURN.

Bill Moeller will return to Central Tuesday to repeat his interpretations of Mark Twain's lecture
performances.
Moeller did a
similar show last fall at Homecoming and also appeared, in Mark
Twain mufti, at the Homecoming
ga~e.

Moeller uses material Twain
used in his popular lecture tours
11nd other of Twain's writings also.
The Tuesday show, sponsored by
ASC productions, is at 8 pm in
Hertz auditorium. The admission
charge is $1.25.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS

An auction will- be sponsored by
the Central Young Democrat Club
on Saturday, Feb. 5, 1977 at 7:30
pm, American Legion Hall. Proceeds will go to the State Young
Democrat Convention to be held
on campus in April. For more
information, call 925-2572.

LECTURER HONORED

Helen. Frizzell, an adjunct aerospace lecturer of Central, has been

chosen as the US <1.elegate to. th·; .
, ..
.
committee on "International Aero- "
space Education" for the "International Federation of AeronauAlice Yee, Director of Central's
tics," which is ~onvening during
Women's Center has been named
February in Paris, France.
member of a 37~woman committee·
Frizzell lives in Bothell and co-ordinating a state historic meetserves Central as an instructor for ing scheduled at Central July 8, 9
workshops given· in the state on and 10 in observance of National
aerospace education in the elemen- Women's Year.
tary gr~des.
The conference, planned as a
part of a nationwide series, will
The workshops enable the ele- analyze the rights and responsimentary teacher to develop curri- bilities of women and will formuculum materials and "make and late recommendations to eliminate
take" activities that will enhance any barriers that may prevent
the interest and learning of women from participating · fully
younger children in the theory of and equally in all aspects of
flight and the impact of aviation in national life.
today's world.
As a co-ordinator, Yee is busy
organizing meetings in the Ellensburg area. The meetings, scheduled to take place in February, will
CIRCLE K ACTIVE
provide women with a chance to
discuss various topics of concern
Circle K has gotten the quarter to women in society and to identify
off to a busy start. They have what barriers might cause such
gone swimming, made cards and problems.
-posters and some members have
Yee urges all women in the
attended luncheons and banquets. Ellensburg area to become involved in the meetings.
All members are encouraged to
"This has to be a grass roots
attend club meetings and help endeavor," Yee said. "There is a
keep things going. Any interested place for all women, both in and
non-members are also invited.
out of the feminist movement. We
The meetings are on Tues. evenings from 6-7 pm in Black Hall.

sec against tuition hike
A statewide student effort to halt
the tuition hike is now underway.
The effort coordinated by the
State College Council (SCC) will
consist of petitions, phone calls
and letter writing.

"It is going to be a big task but
with a superb effort we might be
able to head off an increase," said

Phone
directory
changes
The publishing date for the
Ellensburg Telephone Co. directory has been changed from June
1,1977toJan.l,1978,accordingto
George Kachlein, company president.
Studies indicate that the large
fall increases and changes in
subscriber listings do not appear
in the printed directory until the
·following June. A Jan. 1 directory
publication will provide better
service to the customer and will
also reduce the number of requests for directory assistance.
Annual contacts made with all
businesses concerning Yell ow
Page listings will be moved from
January to June this year.
The current Ellensburg area
directory will be effective until
Jan. 1, 1978. Annual January
publication of the directory is
anticipated in the future.
Customers are .requested to
contact the telephone company
business office if there are questions about the directory.

Putti~g· -i':. \ ·

this · · *-~; .
face ·~~t~
in your future.
>.

925-4175

Ymir l· idt:lit.\ . i ·nion 1-"iL·lcl \"..•..,ot:iah' l·an
lu·lp plan ~o~rr rinanl'ial fu111n· .\'.ith
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.
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SCC Representative Jerry Howe.
"Without it, we're guaranteed it
will happen."
Students willing- to help are
asked to write any state legislator
voicing their protests against an
increase. A list of addresses is
available in the. ASC office in the
SUB.
Students may call a toll-fre~
hot-line operating weekdays from
8 am to 7 pm and Saturdays from
10 am to 3 pm. Anyone may leave

a message by calling 1-800-5626000.
Plans for petitions are being
made, but it is not known if the
petitions can be made quickly.
enough to be effective. ·Thus more
emphasis is being placed on the
letter writing and . phone calls.
Central students who wish to
become directly involved in the
force to head off. a. tuition increase
are asked to . attend a short
meeting tonight af 7 pm in the
SUB Pit.

.

.

.

.

want to hear from the homemaker,
the career women, the single
All
women and the retired.
women have something to contribute. Here we will deal just
with Washington State ... what our
women want and what we can do
about it."
The state conference in Ellensburg will be open to all women and
will include workshops on day
care, employment, education, the
Equal Rights Amendment and
other topics.
Similar meetings are to be held
in the 50 states and all territories,
as required by Public Law 94-167.

Congress ~nact~<L ~~-e law a year

·ago~hfoh- extended the life of the

National Women's Year Commis.sion until March 1978 and authorized ~5 million for it.
Representatives from the state
conference will go to Houston,
Texas for the National Women's
Conference where recommendations will be put into final form.
Meetings will be held to cover
any topic in which an interest is
shown," Yee said. More information about the meetings and the
state conference may be obtained
from the Women's Center, 9631403.

Hearing planned
A public hearing concerning the
proposed adoption of amendments
to the Central parking and parking
fines schedule policies and the
proposed creation· of an animal
traffic policy will be held Fri., Feb.
18.
The hearings, at 3 pm in SUB
206, will be followed at 3:30 pm by
final action by the hearing officer .

Interested persons may submit
written views on the proposed "
policy changes to the college prior
to the hearing or appear in person
at the hearing.
Information about the policy
proposals is available from the
Office of the President at the
college.

. FREE AMP /RECEIVER CLINIC
Today through Sat. Feb. 5
Compliments of

408 N. Pearl

962-2830

See ad ,on page 3_ For details

cwsc

Were looking for certain majors
· to be.;ome Lieutenants.
offering full scholarships. All offeriqg,
$100 a month allowance during the las.r
two years of the program. Flying opportunities. And all leading to an Air Force
officer's commission,. plus advanced
·
education.
If you'd like to cash in on ·these Air
Force benefits, start by looking into the
Air Force ROTC.

..

C:OllcgcMastcr
In The Plaza

J

,::JEREDCRIFT
C

CONTACT: Lajor Richard Gtay
Peterson Hall #102, PH 963-2114

Mechanical and civii engineering
majors ... aerospace and aeronautical
engineering majors ... majors in electronics ... computer science ... mathe·
matics.
The Air Force needs people ... many
with the above academic majors. And
AFROTC has several different programs where you can fit ... 4-year,
3-year, or 2-year programs. Some

-

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
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'String Day': fine tuned
By DAVID PAYSON
High school music· students from
around the state converged on
Hertz Recital Hall last Fr_iday to
participate in the L:entral music
department's third annual "String
Day."
Participating high schools included Ellensburg, Moses Lake,
Columbia (Richland), Walla Walla,
Inglemoor (Bothell), Wenatchee
and a combined ensemble from
two Yakima high schools, Davis
and Eisenhower.
String orchestras from these
high schools performed in 30minute segments throughout the
day, playing music that ranged
from the masterworks to contemporary pieces like Tubular Bells

and Wildwood Flower.
In addition to the high school
groups, two Central ensembles
performed. The Central Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Clifford Cuhna, "Sting Day"
coordinator, led off t)1e morning
performances, while a string quartet made up of Central music
students commenced the afternoon program.
"String Day" came to a close
with a massed rehearsal, as all the
string ensembles joined forces to
play Arensky's ·Variation on a
Theme of Tchaikovsky.
Each high school string orchestra that participated in "String ,
Day" was awarded an inscribed·
trophy from the Central music
department.

Cuhna said he was pleased with
the way the day's events transpired, especially the massed rehearsal. "They played well together," he said. "They actually
played over their heads. I think
the presence of eight or nine of our
college students in their midst
helped. But they performed far
above my expectations."
When asked if the music department would sponsor a fourth
annual "String Day" next year,
Cuhna said, "Yes, sometime at the
end of January again. That seems ·
to be the best time for students
and directors. And it will be on a
school day again. We plan to
invite high schools within a reasonable driving range and limit it
to no more than eight groups."

·Mark Twain
will

lecture again
February 8, 1977

\

Admission

at 8 . ,m in Hertz
•
Auditorium
\

,

•

$1.25

Arts & Entertain01ent
'Lands of Rohn'
mix es free dance
By GREG BLESSING

actual production and by late
November a cast and crew of 13
were selected. The cast of eight
have all had dance experience and
are expected to be well tuned for
the three day run.

The Lands of Rohn, scheduled to
begin Feb. 3, 4 and 5 at 8:30 pm in
the Threepenny Playhouse,
promises to be a novel modern
dance experience.
The play is written, produced
When asked if students tend to
and directed by Central student stereotype modern dance simply
Ronnie Payne and billed as a "saga as a version of the classical art
of a free spirit struggling with the
forms, Payne said, "If people
chains of evil in the world of aren't exposed to the modern art
fantasy ." Payne explained that to forms, it seems they tend to
his knowledge there is "no other stereotype them in a classical
modern dance produced at this sense. It then becomes hard to
time in such a way as the 'Lands of appreciate the experience of modern art for · its true worth - it
Rohn.' "
Lands of Rohn is purported to presents an understandable depicbe a unique approach to modern tion of contemporary existence
dance in that it incorporates through abstract forms."
interpretive dance, music and
T~e story line of Rohn is not
lyrics written by progressive rock intended as a sociologically proartists. Poetry and visual projec- found statement; rather, it is
tions provide the medium for meant to form a cohesiveness
developing and delivering the
throughout the whole performance.
story line.
Payne went on to say that "This
Payne has been working on performance would be a great
Rohn for over a !ear. In ea~ly fall introduction for those not yet
he began the first steps m the _ acquainted with modern dance."

Reese Colbo

~~1

Music ,Menu~

Qninion

LANDS OF ROHN hosts a bevy of cast
well-versed in modern dance, music and drama.
(photo by Paul Fridlund)
SNOW BIRD SPECIAL

Dorm fires a scary thing
By GARY FISHER

The~e is a fire in your dorm and
one of your best friends is trapped
in a room with no fire escape.
There is nothing you can do.
You just stand there and watch a
friend · die before the fire department arrives. Just think how the
parents and loved ones of your
friend feel.
This could have happened
because of Housing Office ne~li-

One of the best female vocalists, "The Byrds". Parsons has had the
, Emmylou Harris, has a new album most influence on Miss Harris·
which ~ill be previewed ~t 7:30 ·hence the reason why there ar;
pm tomght on KCWS with her . ·two Parsons tunes on the disc.
lates~ release ."Luxur~ Liner."
If you appreciate light, mellow,
.This alb~m is the third effort oy country-tinged music, give a listen
Miss Harris, and she says the to "Luxury Liner."
album is "a little more forward
than the others". The music on the ,.
AIRFORCE WORLD WAR ii FILMS
album is delightful and pleasant
sounding. With country-pop vetFeb. 22:
AIR POWER ··
erans like Jim Burton on guitar,
This quarter AFROTC Det. 895
Glen Hardin on the keyboards and will be presenting a series · of Air SCHWEINFURT; Reveals how
the US 8th Army Air Corps in
• Emory Gordy on bass, Emmylou Force and World War II films each
has surrounded herself with just Tuesday starting at 12 pm in the 1943 planned to destroy its priabout the best accompaniment SUB Kachees Room. They_ will mary target, the ballbearing cenavailable. The music enhances the last for approximately one hour. ter at Schweinfurt, Germany. 26
Min/1957
fine vocals by Miss Harris, and is The film schedule is as follows:
Mar. 1: AIR POWER -- THE
really a treat to the ears of the
Feb. 8: AIR P<fWER ·· PEARL
COLD
DECADE ·· TO THE
listener.
HARBOR; Includes captured JapSome of the nicer album tracks , anese footage showing attack on · YALLU; American and United
' are I'll Be Your San Antone Rose, Pearl Harbor and events leading Nations ground and air power save
the South Korean Army from
Making Believe, When I Stop up to it. 27 Min/1957 .
_Dr_eaming and the title track. The
Feb. 15:
AIR POWER -- defeat and push the enemy back to
album title, incidentally, is taken LUFTWAFFE; Describes rise of the Yalu River. 27 Min/1957
Mar. 8: AIR POWER·· CONfrom the so'ng written by the late German Luftwaffe and its impact
Gram Parsons, former member of during World War II. 26 Min/1957 QUEST OF THE AIR~

Beginning the first Wednesday
night after the "big snow" the bus
will venture to the place on the
summit with the most white, slick
stuff. Sign up in the Tent 'n Tube,
.$3.00 per trip.

gence. This negligence existed for
two years iri violation of fire safety
codes. How many other rooms are
with potential victims. Mr. Hollister, director of Housing should be
reprimanded because of this failure to comply with fire regulations. If he was too busy to take
care of this situation for tw(1years,
then get somebody who can take
care of this situation immediately.
He should ' not be playing with
students' lives.
Even though the rooms' violations
are being renovated, how many
· more potential victims are housed
in campus dorms.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 daysl.

I

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(2"13) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Let's ~ope the next time you
hear a fire siren, it isn't a dorm
fire.
•

••
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Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.
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OPEN 6:45 925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUE . .

TECHIMICOLOR® ~~
Release d by BUENA VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO. INC ©1976 Walt Disney Productions

OUR NEXT ATTRACTlON
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Shows 7 :00 ONLY
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Jobs offered
in Europe countries
for this summer

Curbstone bars issues
After a _long period of absP-nce,
Curbstone was enacted again this
last fall quarter. Curbstone includes areas of special interest,
special topics, controversial issues .
and cultural events. It takes place
every Monday at noon in the SUB
pit.
So far this quarter, presentations at Curbstone have included:
Mike McCloud of the recreation
office talking about the winter
recreation programs, Rabbi Richard Rosenthal talking about Zionism and how Jews feel about the
Middle East situation and several
women · from Rape Relief dis-

'

cussing their program.
mmum and what Reynolds is doing
Upcoming events include: Roger to conserve energy - Feb. 28.
Roffman, state chairman of the John Alexander and Bruce FolNational Organization for the Re- som, state coordinators for Northform
of Marijuana
Law_s_ west Environmental Student Task
(NORML) and Miclieli~ --T~-ilthorp, Force
show a film entitled,
legislative lobbyist for the A- Limits to Growth and lead a
merican Civil Liberties Union discussion following the film.
(ACLU) - Feb. 7. John Loboky, Program time for this will be 12, 4,
director of financial aid will talk and 7 pm, March 7.
about receiving financial aid, and
As of yet, there have been no
answer any questions pertaining
Curbstone topics or speakers schedto this subject - Feb. 14. Leland
uled for spring quarter. Anyone
Slind, environmental engineer from
with any ideas for topics or
the Reynolds Aluminum Primary speakers should contact Jeff
reduction Plant in Longview, will
Threatt in the ASC office or call
talk about the production of alu- 963-1691.

will

IRS extends hours in Yakima
The Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) has increased th~ numJ:>er of
hours its y akima office will be
open during the income tax filing
period.
According to an announcement
from Representative of~ the DistriCt, Director Bill Reese, the
Yakima office at 6 South Second
Street is now open 8:30 am to 5:30
pm on Mondays, and 8:30 am to
~:30 pm Tuesday through Friday.

Reese said the extended schedule was intended to provide
added opportunity for assistance
to local residents throughout the
tax filing period ending April 15.
He noted on April 15 the Yakima
office will be open from 8:30 am to
8 pm. After that date, the office
will return to its normal schedule
of providing assistance.
Local residents are reminded
they can also get tax assistance, as
well as order tax forms and free

publications by calling the toll-free
IRS number listed in their telephone directory.
Reese also said persons filing
their tax returns early will be able
to receive their refunds much
faster. Early filers can expect
refunds in approximately four to
five weeks. Those who wait until
later may have to wait twice as
long due to the increased volume
of returns arriving at the IRS
center in Ogden, Utah.

·~
- --------------------------------------------------------"".I

UGLY BEAR TAVERN ·

THE

specialized_!raining.
Job opportunities are available -rrne purpose of this program is
in Europe thi" summer. Employ- to afford the student an opportunment chances are being offered on ity to get into real living contact
construction in Austria, of farms in with the people and customs "~
Germany, Sweden and Denmark, Europe. In this way, a concre
in industries in France and Ger- dfort can be made to learr.
many and in hotels in Switzerlc:i-nd!. something of t~_e culture of
These as well as other jobs in
. Europe. In return for his or her
Ireland, England, France, Italy work, the student will rere~ve his
and Holland are open by the or her room and board, .plus a
consent of the governments· of
these countries to American uni- wage. However, students should
versity students coming to Europe keep in mind that they will be
working on the European economy
the next summer.
and wages will naturally be scaled
for several years . students accordingly. The working condimade their way across the Atlantic tions (hours, safety, regulations,
through American-Europe Stu- legal protection, work permits)
dent Service to take part ih the will be strictly controlled by the
actual life of the people of these labor ministries of the countries
countries. The success of · this involved.
project has caused a great deal of
In most cases, the employers
enthusiastic interest and support
both in America and Europe. have requested especially for AEvery year, the program has been merican students. Hence, they are
expanded to include many more particularly interested in the stu- .
students and jobs. Already, many dent and want to make the work as
students have made application for interesting as possible.
next summer jobs. AESS (on a
They are all informed of the
non-profitable basis) is offering intent of the program, and will
these jobs to students for Ger- help the student all -they can 'in
many, Scandinavia, England, Aus- deriving the most from his or her
tria, Switzerland, France, Italy trip to Europe.
and Spain. The jobs consist of
forestry work, child care work
For further information and
(females only), farm work, hotel application forms write to the
work (limited number available), American-European Student Serconstruction work and some other vice, Box 34733, FL 9490 Vaduz,
more qualified jobs requiring more Liechtenstein (Europe).

New General Tax Credit

PRESENTS

is a break for this year

THURSDAY FEB, 3ra 7-1 Opm
A SPECIAL WINE TASTING EXPERIENCE;
WITH BUFFET TABLE,CHEESE AND OTHER
DELICACIES FOLLOWED BY

The new, General Tax Credit
will give most taxpayers at least
one tax break this year, IRS
District Director Michael Sassi
said.
"The credit amounts to $35 per
dependent, o~' 2 percent of the first
$9,000 of taxable income, whichever is greater. In addition, the
credit applies no matter how much
the taxpayer earns, or whether
tfle long Form 1040, or short Form
1040A is filed," Sassi said.

SPECIAL ON HOUSE WINES FROM 10 till 2am

The General Tax Credit is an
extension of last year's Personal
Exemption Credit but the amounts
have been increased from the
across-the-board $30 exemption of
last year, Sassi said.

WINE
TASTING
EXPERIENCE
THURSDAY FEB 3rd

FROM

7-1 Op~
.

.

BE
OUR GUEST AND SAMPLE- THE
.
·10 DOMESTIC W ·INES -AND 2 IMPO~TS
AVAILABLE LOCALLY. A ·c;:HAROE .OF

'

"Using a family of four with a
taxable income of $12,000 as an
example, the family could either
claim $35 per dependent for a total
of $140, 'lr 2 percent of $9,000,
.wh_ich is $180. In this situation,
the 2 percent formula is more
advantageous and the $180 would .
then be entered on the front of the
tax return and subtracted from
the tax liability," the IRS official
sai_d.

The new credit does not affect
the $750 exemption allowed for i
each dependent when figuring
taxable income, so that the same
family would still multiply $750 by
four, resulting in $3,000 to sub- •
tract from its gross income. Sassi also stressed that instructions in the tax packages for both 1
the Form 1040 and the 1040A
contain complete instructions on
how to claim the credit and other ,
changes in the tax law. The tax
forms themselves indicate how to
compute the credit and where to
enter it on the return.

•

•

•
TO PROTECT THE UNBORN
AND THE NEWBORN

March of Dimes

•

.FOREIG.-N .CAR.·.
REPAIRS AND .PARTS
•

$3.00 COVERS THE TASTING

•

FLAVORS.

•

G. RADEN & SONS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925.:.5539
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Moeller Returns!
Bill Moeller comes back to
Central to portray Mark Twain .
again this Tuesday, only this time
his fee is higher.
The ASC picked up the cost of
Moeller's show at Parent-Alumni
Weekend last fall.
This time
admission charge is $1.25.
According to Jeff Threatt, ASC
special events chairperson, Moeller' s fee was $250; now Central
will pay him $320. His usual fee is
about $500.
Threatt said he thinks the
admission charge is sufficiently
high to ensure the show will break
even, but not too high to discourage attendance. He said since the
ASC was unable to use Hertz for
' the audience they had to use the
larger McConnell. He anticipates
an audience of 400 to 500, enough
to pay Moeller and other costs of
1
the performance.
Threatt said he thinks Moeller is
well worth his increased fee
(which does not include expenses),
1
and cites a standing ovation Moeller received here last fall. He
ascribes the increased fee to "the

FOJD 5L£CTION DARI BQd.RD

recognition he's been getting late~
CHIQ:.hOJ
ly. He's as good as a lot of acts
Cl\ICl(l'Ell R7f
that go for $500 to $700."
f'/£
According to Threatt, Moeller,
1-RnoT
Jl,l1Ce
AL
DE:£P
who has studied Twain's work
' OIK£.5
i..Y
GRAiW ~\£ D
extensively, plans to use some of
WAfFEL5 ~~) P!:ARct-1
/.
the material he has added to the
(\E.-+R\W
act sine~ last fall. Moeller has also
su<2.."'~..sl WHALE
\lorn ii
studied materials on Twain's lecture performances widely popular
in the first part of this century.
Moeller, who is program director at radio station K;ELA when he
is not Twain, has performed all
over the Northwest since he gave
his first impromptu performance,
at Centralia Little Theater in 1974.
Moeller is still involved with
that local theater and has performed at colleges and at the
Northwest Folk Life Festival in
Seattle.
The performance is
scheduled for 8 pm Tuesday in
Hertz.
Moeller uses material Twain
used in his popular lecture tours
By GARY FISHER
and other of Twain's writings also.
The Tuesday show, sponsored by
Glen Pennell, manager of food
ASC productions, is at 8 pm in services at Central said, "I would ;
Hertz auditorium. The admission be happy to have students drop in
charge is $1.25.
to see me, and have participants
from the dorms come over to our
food committee meetings to voice
their concerns. We are always
looking for ways to enrich our
program."
dents live off campus but the
Pennell plans the meals served
questionaire asks the ·subject's at Holmes and Commons dining
profession.
halls.
Hawkins received a small grant
When asked how we selects the
from t h· e Facu lty Researc h Com·
b
.
'd
f
t
f
th
menu
for the dining halls, he said,
m1ttee ut pa1 or mos o
e
study himsel f· He sa1·d t h e survey "There are a number of factors
. h
b
involved, the popularity of the
has severa1 areas w h1c
can e
separately tabulated.
He said item, cost of the items, availability
since he has no contract ·to pu bl"ish and mar-ket conditions. Meals are
. f"md'mgs, h e P1ans to prepare balanced nutritionally.
hIS
the tabulations. when they are
"Student preference is deterrequested by different publica- mined through food committees,
tions.
talking to students and surveys,"

Food service needs input

Sex survey complete
Charles Hawkins, professor of
sociology, has completed research
, designed to compare the attitudes
of Ellensburg residents to those of
Central students on such topics as
'-'
lifestyles
birth control, alternative
:. and ideal family sizes.
Hawkins did the research last
year. It involved mailing questionair,s to students selected at
randorh from a registrar's list, and
interviewing townspeople door to
door. Hawkins said there was
some overlap because some stu-

he said. "Food service is planning
-a -survey for fall quarter 1977 to
determine student likes and dislikes in the food service menu."
According to Pennell~ "We buy
the best of everything, we buv
choice cuts of meat, all top quali~y
and we operate on the bid system
when buying all food."

students to voice their concerns
about food service. This committee is sponsored by food service
and its purpose is to provide
student input in planning meals
and service. The committee meets
in the food service office, Westside
of Holmes dining hall, from 4 to 5
pm on Feb. 8 and 22, Mar 8, April
14 and 19, May 3 and 17 and June

When asked about food waste 1.
Pennel said, "We don't necessarily
Pennell said, "I feel that we
have a waste problem. We have have a complete food service,
been active in food ecology the probably one of the most complete
past year. As a result plate waste
food services around. We would
h as d eci·me d cons1"der abl Y·
like students to be a part of it." _
"Another incentive is our student supervisors, who notice students who have no plate waste, for
which we reward them with an
offer of a free coke at the SUB or a
coupon which entitles the student
to receive a free pen at the
Takara's
Peugeot's
Bicycles ·Repairs ·Sales· Service
bookstore," Pennell said.
Closed Monday's 307 N. Main - 925-3 326
'l'here is a food committee for

..................................................................................................................................~
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~1 Coming soon-another jazz evening
•

i•

Ronnie Laws

i

I

and

~l

i:••

I .

cwsc Jazz Band

i Wednesday, February 23rd
••

8:00 Nicho'/son Pavillion

•

I
•

Forest Service
sets direction
A meeting of th~ Wenatchee
. NatiOnal Forest Representatives
was held here at Central on Jan.

28.
FOR OUR FIRST NUMBER. WE'RE GOING
To PLl\Y i:=or<. You./• you. Ar NT Noll-HN
SU"T A HOUNO 006.''

........

--~~~~~~~--

Eight district representatives
and recreation staff from the
supervisory office attended the
meeting. Among those who attended was Leslie Wildesen, archaeologist from region 6 or' the
_United States Forest Service.
The purpose of the meeting was
to set directions and policies
regarding the cultural resources <>f
historical and archaeological value
within the forest.
Their discussion included the
vandalization ofvarious sites which
have been dug over and sifted by
people collecting historical artifacts in the forest. This i~ illegal.

SUPER SPECIAL

2QQQ , off

ATHLETIC SHOES
(over 2000 Pair in Stock)

Save ·32.2

ANY Pair

Raleigh -Peugeot-Motobecane

Adidas -Puma-Spot bilt

Nishiki Tiger

Nike-Converse-Bata.

· The meeting was successful in
that it enabled representatives to
establish policies and discuss procedures regarding the historical
preservation of the . Wenatchee
National Forest.

Philosophy
colloquium
A colloquium will be held Feb. 9
at 7:30 ·pm in the L & L faeulty
lounge.

There are many historical camps
Donald Cummings, professor of
within the forest, many of them English and director of the Acaconsist of cabins buiit decades ago demic Skills Center at Central, and
by hunters who made their homes Chester Z. Keller, philQsophy dethere~ The forest people do not
partment chairman · will discuss
inventory the~e sites for fear the Cummings' notes dealing with a
word will g~t out ·and vandals will philosophy of education.
come in and damage historical
artifacts.
The colloquium is entitled, c
"Morphic Expression: Notes ToThe '.'Sasquatch" mystery was ward a Philosophy of Education,"
: : discussed in addition, to archeo- · said Cummings.
logical preservation. It seems the
.forest service people _get many , · Cummings said, "This is not a

Visiting
stUdent-s
·welcome
"

ANY 7Q SPEED in STOCK

reports of strange wildlife within
the forest, and do not know how to
conduct an investigation to solve
the mysteries.

'

paper,. however, I hope to use this
information in a paper in the ·
foture. The discussion ·with Keller
will help me look for more questions and find new understandings
about the toI;Jic."
·

Cummings, a Central instructor
since 1960, has. spent nearly eight
years gathering information related to the topic of . the collo- • ..
qui um.
Visiting students coming to
. Everyone ' .int~rest~d. in. attenCentral have many privileges if , dmg the. colloqumm is mv1ted.
they come to stay during the
week. Admissions .arid Housing
and Food Services provide the .
visitor with two free meals and
'•
one night's lodging.
In addition, the student ~an take
advantage of campus tours, attend
Classes of their particular interest,
visit residence halls ap.d apartments and tour the library. The
Admissions Office provides these
tours.
.
If a student wishes to stay more'
than one night they must pay for
Professor Shigeo Hatta, pre- ·
meals and lodging.
sently visiting Central from Aichi
During spring and fall quarters Prefectural University, Nagoya,
the largest · number of visitors Japan, will give a demonstration .of
come to Central. The program has the art of Japanese Calligraphy.
been in existence for about five He wili be at the faculty lounge on
years and has been very beneficial the first floor of the L & L Building
to Central. According to Wendell Thursday, F,ab. 10, 1 pm through 3
Hill, director of housing, "One year ' pm.
central hosted 500 visiting students, and many of those students. · 'At the same time, Atsuko Hatta,
his daughter, and Midori Oki, his
later attended Central."
niece, .will demonstrate the art of
"origami" folding.

Jc;ipanese
artist .·

to

TENNIS RACKETS

1970 Charger, RT 440 Magnum,
At ·the same time, Atsuko Hatta,
Power steering, Power .breaks,
yellow with black interior, stripes, his daughter, and Midori Oki, his
good tires. Must sell. $1,500 or niece, will demonstrate the-art of
. "origami" folding. rheir ' works
lJest offer, call 1-673-2981.
·
will' be distributed free to ·those
present at the demonstration.

'(unstrung Type Only)

6.QQ

off

Also, custom Stringing by
Experts Available

paint

the ellensbyrg warehouse
N

-it

402 south
UNIQUE VALENTINES
main
.

0

..

: DAY BASKETS ·\1· $4. 95
N
' O :''
: NEW ARRIVALS THAT INCLUDE IO
LINGERIE, SPRING JEWELRY AND
G IFT ITEMS/
..............lliililiilllil.........................o
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Political contributors
niay be qua I if ied
for special tax · credit
Contributions made during 1976
to a political candidate or campaign committee may qualify for a
tax deduction or tax credit, IRS
District Director Michael Sassi
said.
"A taxpayer who makes a
political contribution that qualifies
can take either an itemized deduction up to $100 ($200 on a joint
return) or a tax credit that will
reduce his or her tax bill by
one-half of the contribution, up to
$25, ($50 on a joint return)," Sassi
said.
Even if the taxpayer takes the
standard deduction, he or she can
claim the credit, the IRS official
added.
However, to claim· a
deduction for a campaign contribution, the taxpayer must itemize
deductions.
In addition to cash paid directly
to a candidate or to a political
.committee, tickets to some political parties, dinners, and other
events may qualify for a tax
deduction or credit.
To qualify, an event must be
primarily political in nature, with
the major portion of time devoted
to political speeches or discussion.
The event must be a fund-raising
event in honor of .an announced
Taxpayers
political candidate.

:..

THE
\l~ERSro
GO
.
~

962-2700

LIVE MUSIC!
9 p.m. to -1 a.m.
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J

50¢ cover charge

FEATURING ·
J

•

FREE POOL & $1.25 PITCHERS All . DAY SUNDAY

•

For free information. write to:
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345
Rockville. Maryland 20852

30 l N. PEARL

SUNDAY AND. MONDAY
J

HOW TO KEEP THE
LIFE OF THE PARTY
ALIVE.

1.98

PRESENTS:

)

buying tickets to this type of event
can deduct or tax a credit equal to
the full ti~ket price.
If' ·the event · is only partially
political, and its main purpose is to
confer benefits to individuals attending, taxpayers can deduct or
take a credit for only part of the
total ticket cost. The taxpayer
attending may take a deduction or
credit for the total cost, minus the
fair market value of any benefits
gained, such as dinner or entertainment.
"Raffle tickets purchased in
connection with political fund-·
raisers do not qualify for the
deduction or credit," Sassi said.
The IRS official advised taxpayers to keep records, such as
written receipts and cancelled
checks, to substantiate the tax
deduction or credit for a political
contribution.$

Central Washington State

It's back! That terrific opportunity to enhance
your record collection. We have over 1,000 records
of all kinds of music for you to choose from at
prices that you can't beat anywhere! Now that's the
kind of record sale .that you music lovers can really
get behind. The Record Sale--starting January 27th
at The College Store .
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Title up fo~ grabs

,

Eastern Washington State Col- sailing. Eastern was pa~e~_~y
lege put the Evergree Conference Paul Hungenberg, Ray Palmer and
title up for grabs last Saturday as Ron Cox, all getting 14 points
a result of a 79-57 decision over apiece;
Central senior forward Les
Central at Cheney·
Both teams are now tied for first Wyatt was the only effective
place· in the standings with 6-1 Wildcat hitting six of 11 shots from
marks.
the floor and ending with 14'
The Wildcats got back on the point~. All Roberts added 11.
winning side of things Monday
In Monday night's win over
night though, downing AlaskaFairbanks, 77-63 in the Pavillion . .. Alaska, Wyatt was again the big,
The loss was a tough defeat for gun. He pumped in 24 points to
Central, who had nipped the help bring Central's season record
Eagles the Monday before at home to 13-6. Alaska now stands 14-7.
The game was closely played'
by two points. The Wildcats were
in the contest for the first part of throughout the first half and at
the opening period, before going one time the Nanooks led in the
stale.
second half. But a layin by Wyatt
Ahead by just four points, 26-22, put Central ~head for good 48-47."'
Eastern rattled off 13 unanswered Wildcat Al Roberts ehipped in ·22
points to put them ahead 35-22 at to the winning cause while Dave
the half. From there it was clean Oliver added 14.

·Sports Menu
Friday Feb. 4
Women's Basketball vs. Western Washington Stat~ College,
5:30 pm.

DAVE OLIVER slams in two for the Cats.
[photo by George May]

Wrestling vs. Pacific University
7:30 pm.

Saturday Feb. 5
.
Wrestling vs. Portland State'
University, 7:30 pm
Monday Feb. 7
Wrestling vs. University of Puget Sound, 7:30 pm.
All events ;- Nicholson Pavilion.

Records smashed

Victory for women swimmers
The Central women's swim _. The 200-yard freestyle relay of
team won six dual meets, and Denise Long, Phyllis Chrisner,
broke one school record with 24 Katty Burns and Trezise broke the
personal be~t times posted. This school record with a time of
was accomplished last weekend as 1:47.94, which also bettered 'the
the Wildcat swimmers hosted national qualifying standard.
five other teams.
.
On Saturday the women rallied
The women swimmers tuned up to what Central Coach John Mcfor their day long event on Col)nochie called a super-human
Saturday with a dual meet at the effort by winning five dual meets
University of Idaho on Friday.
after a night long drive from
Central showed its depth as many Moscow, Idaho.
The Wildcat Swimmers swam a
of the participants entered events
other than their main event, and five-way dual meet with Eastern
still won. The Wildcats whipped Washington, Highline CC, Portthe Vandals, 73-52.
land State U, Western WashingCentral won all but four events ton and Whitworth, winning all
with Ann Trezise and Karen five easily.
White both winning two races.
Individual winners for Central

were Denise Long (won three
events), Phyllis Chrisner (two),
Wanda Smith, Karen White an<i
Kathy Burns. Central also won
the 200 medley and 200 freestyle
relays.
Presently, six have qualified for
nationals along with five relay
teams. Long has qualified in the
SO, 100 and 200 freestyle and the
200 individual medley; Chrisner in-the 50. 100 and 200 backstroke and
100 individual medley; White in
the 50, 100 and 200 backstroke;
Burns, 100 individual medley~
Smith, WO individual medley and
Trezi~ · in the 200, 400 and 800
freesty~ •~ relays.
The qualified
relay teams are the 200 and 400 medley and the 200, 400 and 800
·freestyle relays.
Next action for Central will bP
tomorrow night at the University
of Puget Sound in Tacoma. On
Saturday they will travel to Pullman to battle WSU.

Cats host
Western

'48.00

MUNDY'S
4th & Pearl

After losing to Oregon Colleg~ '
of Education, (OCE) 72-54 on
Friday night, Central's women's
basketball team bounced back an..~
defeated Oregon State40-33, Saturday afternoon.
Cheryl Traner led OCE's attack
with 30 points. Central's Kir,._ •
Grant was high scorer for Central
with 13. Central was without
Mary Fryer, Cheryl Mercier and
Julie Davis both days.
Central played with more quickness against Oregon State than
' against OCE. Kim Grant again
was the leading scorer for Centrt1
with 11.
The varsity will play at home
Friday night at 5:30 pm against
Western. The junior varsity will
travel to Simon Fraser and the
. University of British Columbia.

Strokers sink UPS after ''5''
According to Central Men's
Swimming coach Bob Gregson,
last Thursday's duel meet victory
over the University of Puget
Sound (UPS). in the Wildcat Pool
.was "a · great win."
Winning all but one swimming
event, Central easily handled the
Tacoma school, 71-41. It was the
first time Central defeated UPS in
five years.
Du1 rng the meet. one school
record and three pool records
were broken. In his first meet for
the Wildcats. sophomore transfer
Craig MacDonald set a pool and
school record in the 200 butterfly.
MacDonald, a transfer from the
University of Houston last year,

covered the course in a time of
1:59.0.
Craig Weishaar set a pool record
in the 200 freestyle in a 1:48.7
clocking. In the 200 backstroke
Scott Shake set a pool mark with a
time of 2:02.1.

established against UPS would
have really made a good meet with
the University of Washington a
couple of weeks ago... said Gregson.

Following the UPS ·meet, Central traveled to Moscow, Idaho on,
· Friday to battle the U of Idaho and
In the relay races, Central set Montana. The men easily picked
poof marks in the 400 medley and up two duel meet victories down400 freestyle. The team of Ed and ing Idaho, 80-33 and Montana
Mike Walstead. Russell Ferguson 69-44.
and Roger Colburn splattered the
On Saturday the Wildcats re400 medley relay race with a time
3:38.2, breaking the old mark by turned to the Ellensburg campus
three seconds. Eric Tracy, Fergu- to host a six team invitational.
son and the Waisted brothers set a Central defeated all five opponents
pool mark in the 400 freestyle in a with the closest score being put up
by Portland State, 64-46.
time of 3: 16.5.
"We swam well. The times we

Central is now through with it's
duel meets, finishing with a 8-2
mark. Over the weekend the
Wildcats surpassed 29 national
qualifying standards with 15 men
involved.
"We now have to rest for the
conference meet in two weeks in
Ashland, Oregon," said Gregson.

..............
*****'t******

WINNING FORM--Phoebe Tehaar seemed to
jump out oi t~ie water as she reversed direction in

RECORD--A big smile was Perry Garso's reaction after he swam
the 50-yard crawl in 22.7 seconds. The time is his season's best.

.

.......................

************************

GI benefits tax exempt
Almost all veterans oenefits,
including GI Bill benefits, are
• exempt from any type of taxation
but veterans must report other sources of income on federal
income tax returns.

trainees. These payments are for
handicapped veterans with military related handicaps attending
school.
Unlike the GI Bill, which is a
Base · payment, the subsistence
payments include. besides a living
allowance, monies for tuition and
fees. Leghorn said there are
between 15 and 20 vocational
rehabilitation trainees attending
Central.

VA grants to veterans disabled
while in the service are also tax
exempt. These grants include
monies for special features in
homes and automobiles made
necessary by handicaps. and
Clothing allowances oaid to service
disabled veterans whose house or
prosthetic or orthopedic appliance causes undue wear on
clothing.

Central Veteran Representative
James P. Leghorn says tax exempt veteran's benefits include GI
Bill monies, compensation and
pensions. According to Leghorn
veterans need not report these
Dividends and proceeds from
• benefits on their tax forms. Leggovernmeri t hfe insurance are
horn said these monies are exempt
exempt from federal income tax
from taxation because "they're
Veterans must report other
but not from federal estate tax.
considered a benefit rather than
taxable income, such as money
Interest accrue.d on such insurance
1
income."
- from jobs, Leghorn said, but at the
dividends left on deposit with the
same time they don't have to VA is not exempt and must be
indicate ther are receiving .
Also tax exempt are subsistence
reported to the IRS.
veterans benefiis.
• payment to vocational rehabilation

the 50-yard backstroke Saturday. She placed second
in the event.
.

NORML is submrtte'd
The Marijuana Education and
Control Act of 1977 was submitted
in the House by Rep. Alan Thompson and many co-sponsors. It will
be introduced in the Senate very
soon.
Hearings on this bill are scheduled to begin very soon, and the

people representing National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML) in the
State of Washington want the
legislators to know how students
feel on the issue. To help facilitate
the information process, a tollfree
hot-line. 1-800-562-600 has been
installed.

Hanging/lant GroWer
'

·-

20% OFFALL
~> GRO-BULBS
,.

To fit a 11 size fixtures

Electric Supply & Appliance, Inc.
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Co-ed to regionals
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By DAVE ADAMS
Though she is only five feet
three inches tall and a lamb when
not competing, the lion comes out
when she vaults. That is the best
way to describe Kit Boudreaux,
one of five girls on Centra:l's
Gymnastic team.
Boudreaux loves to compete arid
demonstrated that in Central's
meet with the University of Idaho,
wh~re she missed taking allaround honors and qualifying for
regionals by two tenths of one
point. Central lost the meet by
one point.
"I've already qualified for regionals in vaulting," said Boudreaux, "and I am going to qualify
in the beam, floor exercises and
bars as well."
Boudreaux started gymnastics
in seventh grade at Marcus Whitman Junior High in Port Orchard,
Washington. She farmed her own
team in high school.
"At South Kitsap we didn't have
a gymnastics program my first
year, so I found some girls who
wanted to compete. The vice
principal consented and we were
on our way," said Boudreaux.
"I still go back to South Kitsap
every year to see how, the girls are
doing," she said.

b'r~i

At Central the 19-year-old sophomore excells. "Regionals are at
the University of Montana in
Missoula on March 11and12," said
Boudreaux. "Nationals are later
on in the month for those who
make it. It will be next year·
for me.··

•

•

"It takes a lot of abilities to be
good at gymnast1ce. Vance,
flexibility, discipline, creativity and
a lot of strength are just a few.'~

The team is coached by Deloris
Johns, women's physical education
instructor.

•

"She taught me how to vault
better. She is very patient with all
of us on the team, but sometimes
she doesn't push hard enough,"
said Boudreaux.
The team practices from 2 pm to
6 pm Monday through Friday in
the upstairs section of Nicholson1
Pavillion.
"Our big problem," said Boudreaux,, "is we don't have enough
people turning out. There are a lot
of talented women on campus, but
they don't try. I think it's a
shame."
There are three more meets left
for the team before regionals, and
everyone is welcome to come and
watch. "When there is someone
cheering you on," Boudreaux said,
"it really helps."

MAKE
YOURSELF
COMFORTABLE

•

KIT on the balance beam. [photo by George May]

A/AW broadens horizons
A strengthening of amateurism limited to tuition fees.
coupled with an expansion of
Boyungs reported that student
activities in - intercollegiate wo- athlete delegates to the national
men's athletics are major goals of convention were supportive of the
the nation's top women's· athletic new policies.
organization, according to Jan
"They do not want _to be
Boyungs, Central Washington exploited," Boyungs said.
State College women's -athletic
She indicated that women athdirector.
letes did not want to see recruiting
That organization--The Associa- competition intensify so that
tion for Intercollegiate Athletics coaches are camped on the doorfor Women--adopted several new steps of promising high school and
policies ·pointing toward those community college sports figures.
goals at a recent national meeting
The Central women's athletic
at which Boyungs served as a director said that delegates to the
delegate.
AIA W meeting are hopeful of
One new rule for the more than developing greater liaison with the
800 AIA W colleges and universi- NAIA and NCAA organizations so
ties contains a ban on subsidized that more common policies and
recruiting of high school athletes. rules can be established for all
The recruiting on their own time is athletes.
on or at their own exP.ense.
The biggest problems facing
The national group also set colleges and universities are finandown a rule to be effective in 1978 cial, she said. The concerns over
which requires that any financial the growing costs for sport~
aid to women athletes which is .programs are compounded by
based solely on athletic ability be fears that th_e largest schools with

SUB
BALLROOM

•

the biggest programs will continue
to expand at the expense of the
smaller institutions.
However, greater numbers of
women athletes in a wider variety •
of sports is not only a goal of the
AIA W, Boyungs said, but a trend
that is rapidly becoming a reality.
At Central, an approximate 250
women are expected to take part
in intercollegiate athletics this
year-. Boyungs said this total is
nearly double what it was five
years ago.
Although Central and other
schools are increasing the number •
of sports for women--the AJA W
also has increased the number of
national championships for women's sports--the emphasis will .,
continue to be on · amateurism,
Boyungs said.
"Education is still the prime
responsibility of our institutions,"
she said, "and sports are to be for
enjoyment."

This -Weeks
Dance

9pm-lam

VALENTINE UNDERWEAR
Make yourself co.m fortable
in munsing .w ear valentine
briefs . and shirts, for your
favorite this ti-me
the
year ..

The Best 1n TOP 40- Rock Music

f?~.a
DOWNTOWN-FRI'S till 9pm

February 4th

Sponsored by the ASC

' Th is Friday

f•

Admission $1 .50
•..
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Calendar of events
COMMUNICATION
SCHOLARSHiPS

AFROTCTEST

Persons interested in applying
for AFROTC for fall quarter must
take the Air Force Officer Qualifi' cation Test in February. The test
dates are Feb. 12 and 24 at 9 am in
Peterson. Contact Major Gray at
963-2314 to be scheduled.
- -COMMUNICATIONS CLUB
There will be an organizational
meeting for people interested in
·forming a communications club.
• This club will be made up of people
interested in forensics, speech
communications, mass media and
related areas. The meeting will be
' held Monday, Feb. 7, from 3 pm to
4:30 pm. Edison 301.
EXIT INTERVIEW
INFORMATION
If this is your last quarter at
Central and you have received a
National Direct .Student Loan,
t (NDSL) you must make an appointment for an exit interview.
Call the Office of Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go to the.
t second
floor of Mitchell Hall,
located just behind the cashier's
~age near the accounting section.

Scholarsh\ps are again being
offered to qualifying women students in communications by the
Seattle professional chapter of
Women in Communications; Inc.
Emphasis for selecting recipients of these awards will be on
demonstrated proficiency in communications, financial need and
scholastic achievement, according
to 1977 Scholarship Chairperson
Nancy Rudy.
"To be eligible, junior, senior or
graduate college women must
have been accepted or have applications in process as majors or
recognized minors in print or
hroadcast communications," Rudy
said.
Awards will be to maximum of
$1000 per student, based upon
tuition for up to two quarters or
two-thirds of the academic year.
Forms are available in communications and financial aid offices of
'area colleges and universities and
may also be obtained by writing
Nancy Rudy, WICI Scholarship
Chairperson, 4424 S. 188th St.,
Seattle, WA 98188. Application
PSYCHI MEETING
deadline is March 1.
The Central chapter of Psychi
SUMMERNDSL
(National Honor Society in PsyLOAN APPLICATIONS
chology) will hold its next bi• monthly meeting at 7 pm, Feb. 9,
Applications for summer quarPsych 471. We encourage guests ter National Direct Student Loans,
and perspective members to at- (NDSL) may be picked up from
tend. · For more information call Mar. 10, 1977, to Apr. 22, 1977, in
• 963-3621.
the Office of Financial Counseling
1977-78 FINANCIAL
and Financial Aid, Barge 209. To
AID APPLICATIONS
qualify for a loan, applicants must
have been enrolled spring quarter
Applications for financial aid for 1977, at Central. The deadline for
1977-78 are available in the Office submission of the aid applications
· of Financial Counseling and Fi- to the Office of Financial Aid is
• nancial Aid, Barge 209. ·Students Apr. 29, 1977.
,applying for financial aid at CenPEACE CORPS
, tral for the 1977-78 school year
. must complete the confidential
Peace Corps and Vista repre- ·statement and the Central application form. Dea':line date for sentatives will be at the Career
· submission is Mar. l, 1977. Late · Planning & Placement Center on
applications will be accepted, but Feb. 8, 9 and 10. They will also
·• a wards to late applicants will have an information booth in the
depend· solely on availability of SUB.
funds after awards have been
NEW OFFICE HOURS
made to "on time" applicants.
• Undergraduate students are also
The Office of Financial . Counrequired to complete BOEG apseling and Financial Aid will close
plication forms.
daily at 4:30 pm beginning Feb. 7.
SPRING IN MEXICO
This will allow the staff thirty

•

•

The Office of International Programs is accepting applications for
• spring quarter enrollment at the
Northwest Council of Colleges,
Mexico Instructional Center in ·
Guadalajara. Application deadline
·• is March 1. Information is available at Peterson 202, 963-3612.

minutes to complete balancing of
their daily work.
FIRESIDE

The Bahai Club will have an
information meeting today (Thursday) at 12:30 in the Swauk Room,
SUB. All are invited.

TACOMA SPECIAL ELE~TION

BEOG APPLICATIONS
1977-78

Applications for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG)
are now available in the Office of
Financial Counseling and Financial
Aid for the 1977-78 school year. All
undergraduate students are eligible to apply. All undergraduate
students applying for other types
of financial aid are required to
submit a BEOG application: All
notification of BEOG eligibility
must be sent to the Office of
Financial Aid whether it indicates
eligibility or ineligibility. Awards
of financial aid will not be made to
undergraduate students until the
financial ·aid office has the basic
educational opportunity student
eligibility report.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

The student employment office
has scheduled the following organizations to interview on campus for
summer emploxment. Interested
students must come to the student
employment office, Barge 101, to
sign up for interviews and pick up
applications.
Feb. 14-Crater Lake Lodge,
OR
Feb. 15-Yakima Camp Fire
Staff.
Feb. 18-Camp Sealth Camp
Fire Staff.
Feb. 24-Pilchuck Camp Fire
Staff.
SUMMER WORK-STUDY
.
EMPLOYMENT

Feb. 17 Fidelity Union Life Ins.
Co., sales, sales management, perMany studeI\tS from Tacoma · sonnel mgt.
attending Central may still send
KIDS NIGHT OUT
for absentee ballots for the upcoming special election March 8 in
Fridays, 5 pm to 10 pm there
Tacoma.
will be a recreational program for
Before an absentee ballot can be kids, ages 5 to 10, and a chance for
sent, a request form must be the folks to have a quiet dinner or
obtained, signed and returned to take in a show. Registration and
the auditor and ex-officio super- information may be obtained in
visor of elections, County-City . SUB 102, 963-1511.
Building, Room 140, Tacoma, WA.
FINANCIAL AID ASSISTANCE
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
A workshop for education
majors, consisting of three onehour sessions, will be held, as
follows:
Session I: 3-4 pm, Mon., Feb. 7.
Typical job search methods, how
to deal with the hidden job
market, self assessment.
Session 11: 3-4 pm, Tues., Feb.
8.
Letter, resume, telephone •
contacts.
Session III: 3-4 pm, Wed., Feb.
9. Film on interviewing.
The workshop will be presented
at the Career Planning & Placement Center, Barge 1Q5. Another
workshop for education graduates
will be conducted Feb. 22, 23 and
24.
PLACEMENT CENTER
INTERVIEWS

EMPLOYMENT CLEARANCE

All students employed on campus must obtain an employment
clearance form from the student
employment office, Bar~ge, 101. A
clearance form is required for each
department in which a student is
employed. Effective Feb. 10, all
student payroll checks will be held
until the student has secured a
clearance.

KAYAK SLIDE SHOW
The following employers will be
interviewing the campus on the
This evening, Feb. 3, at 7:30
dates listed. Signup sheets are pm, Otto and Jeane Lagervall will
posted one week, to the day, present a free Kayaking slide
before the interviews:
show in Hertz Auditorium. These
Feb. 8-9 Federal Way School Yakima musicians, inventors and
District, teaching positions
outdoorsmen have as varied and
Feb. 9 Seattle First National colorful a background as their
Bank, management trainee posi- recent Kayak excursion down the
tions
Salmon River. Come tonight and
Feb. 16 Sears, Roebuck & Co., join us in sharing the Lagervall's
management and credit trainees experiences.

Those students interested in
being placed on a college workstudy job (part-time or full-time)
for the summer may place their
names on a sign-up roster in the
Office of Student Employment,
Barge 101, between Mar. 10 and
Apr. 22. An information sheet will
be available explaining eligibility
and process for applying.

........................:'l'ff••••·...···········1
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PAUL HARVEY

Moses Lake Lions club is spon'Soring a talk by the famous news
commentator, Paul Harvey on
Friday, April 22 at 8 pm rntne Moses Lake High School.
Proceeds from "Operati~n Paul
Harvey" will be used for civic
projects in the Moses Lake area.
Tickets can be purchased in the
SUB pit area on Feb. 9 from noon
to 4 pm. Five dollars can reserve
tickets or the entire $10 ticket fee
can paid on Feb. 9. If tickets are
reserved, the remaining $5 must
be paid by Feb. 15.

•

Staff members from the Office
of Financial Aid will be available
on Feb. 17 from 4 to 5 pm in the
Grupe Conference Center to answer general questions students
may have on financial aid and to
assist stu~ents in filling out financial aid.

II

American Legion Hall

Sat. Feb. 5 9 pm
$ 7.50 cover
25 c; s·chooners all nite I

i

21 yrs. old & over please

d

: sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega
\..................................................
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HEIDELBERG AND TU BORG GOLD / .
'
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AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL
•
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· 303 Wena·s
' 962-2445
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· Bottle and Can . Recycling
Wednesday 8am- l Oam
Saturday 9am- l 2noon
~

CARL.ING NATIONAL ·BREWING COMPANY
TACOMA WASHINGTON
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